
 
 
THE MURDER JUNKIES- ‘EUROPEAN INVASION 2005’ DVD 
 
It’s a real fuckin shame that GG never made it over to Europe, I mean 
it was obviously never going to happen but fuck would that have been 
something…but, the next best thing fuckin did!! The Murder Junkies 
finally made it over here at the end of 2005 for a month-long tour to 
wreak their havoc on European crowds in 8 countries. The crowds are 
wild and you can feel the enthusiasm and excitement…this shit was a 
long time coming and the eagerness just seeps through the screen. 
Exciting stuff for sure. The footage is taken from a number of 
different shows on the tour and spliced together into a ‘compilation’ 
and the energy and drive is awesome, this is a full-on attack from the 
start and the shows are wild. Not wild in the GG sense of wild, because 
his replacement, the contemporary Murder Junkies vocalist,  JB Beverly 
is sure as shit not a carbon-copy on the Outlaw Scumfuc and rightly so, 
no-one can replace a one-off and who the fuck could possibly fill GG 
shoes? Of course the music must continue but to mimic would be a farce 
so JB is the most-recent Murder Junkies vocalist who took the stand 
with grace and dignity and picked up the torch and the music carries on 
surviving without raping any ghosts. Everybody knows he’s not GG as 
well as he does and there’s a lot of style in his presence and delivery 
and fans respect that and you can see just how much they take to him in 
these shows. The sets are filled with GG classics and original Murder 
Junkies cuts from when GG was around up ‘til their newer material and 
includes, ‘Bite It Youe Scum’, ‘Die When You Die’, ‘Drink Fight and 
Fuck’, ‘Raw, Brutak, Rough and Bloody’, ‘Outlaw Scumfuc’, ‘Feed My 
Sleaze’, ‘Cunt Sucking Cannibal’, ‘Highest Power’, ‘I Kill Everything I 
Fuck’, ‘Mad Man’s Head’ and more. It really is non-stop chaos from the 
get go. The extra material consists of a GG spoken word performance in 
Allston, MA from 1989 and it’s the same one that’s in the ‘Hated’ 
documentary but filmed on a camcorder so it’s different angles and it’s 
un-edited and it’s way more outta control than how it appears in 
‘Hated’ and it’s a classic GG assault with abuse, blood, violence and 
danger, GG is fuckin angry here, unpredictable and very offensive and 
that’s GG!!! Through and through!! It’s a cool piece of bonus material 
and you just have to include some GG in a Murder Junkies DVD even if 
it’s after his time!!! This is yet another important release in the MVD 
GG Allin series…this man and his music just wasn’t represented well 
enough until this series came out and now MVD have released 4 GG (and 
GG-related) DVD’s! This needs to be seen! The kids need to see and hear 
some real rock ‘n’ roll, some danger and excitement!!! 
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